SPACE 5400

SPM5400
SPM5400W

POWER

GLIDER
Space is built for looks and comfort and is a masterpiece in luxury seating that will give you years of
absolute comfort. With the Space recliner program the back angle is adjustable with a unique motorized
system to adapt to all comfort requirements. With all the built-in functions in this recliner, you will
experience an entirely different level of absolute comfort.

BENEFITS
“JUST RIGHT” HEADREST

Exclusive adjustment system that allows your head
and neck to rest in an infinite number of comfort
positions.

MOTORIZED BACK SYSTEM

The motorized back system allows you to
effortlessly recline and change back angle as your
heart desires. You can easily adjust the back into
the preferred position. The adjustment is operated
on an intuitive switchpanel integrated in the arm.
The seat itself does not move when reclining.

INTEGRATED MOTORIZED FOOTREST

The motorized system gives you the opportunity to
adjust the footrest into a comfortable position. The
adjustment is operated from an intuitive switchpanel integrated into the armrest.

UNIQUE MOTORIZED RECLINING-SYSTEM

This unique system can take you close to the point
of “zero gravity”. The intelligent “home button”
makes it easy to rapidly leave the chair regardless
of the previous position. The compact construction
makes it a functional and well designed chair.

BATTERY PACKAGE

The chair is delivered with a compact battery
package. This can easily be charged through an
integrated charging socket in the switchpanel.

360° SWIVEL

With a very smooth 360 degree swivel mechanism
you can easily rotate the chair in either direction
while seated. Our swivel mechanism offers
effortless movement and unsurpassed stability.

SPM 5400

COLD-CURE FOAM CUSHIONING

This space-age material encases the interior steel
frame and sinuous springs, allowing for
body-friendly curvatures to be covered with
glove-fitted leather or upholstery.

THE CHOICE IS YOURS

Choose between a polished or black aluminium five
star base. You also have a choice of leather and
fabric upholstery. See your IMG dealer for the
many custom options.

SPM 5400
Padded arm

WARRANTY

See warranty policy for more details.
360° Swivel
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Power Reclining

Power Integrated Footstool

Adjustable Headrest

Height Adjustable
Headrest System

SPACE 5400

POWER

Adjustable Headrest support allows your head and neck to rest in an infinite
number of comfort positions. The headrest is also height adjustable for perfect fit.
An interior steel frame with sinuous springs is encased
in cold-cured foam cushions. These in turn are covered
with glove-fitted upholstery.

Back and lumbar support
through molded cold-cured foam.
Integrated footrest. The motorized footrest
system allows you to effortlessly adjust
the angle and support.

The motorized reclining system allows you to
effortlessly recline and change back angle position.
Buttons for adjusting seating position.
Also with battery recharge outlet.

The rock-solid steel undercarriage provides long-term stability.

FUNCTIONS

360°

360° SWIVEL

POWER INTEGRATED FOOTSTOOL

POWER RECLINING

ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
HEADREST

BASE OPTIONS

B1
SLIMLINE POLISHED

B1
SLIMLINE POLISHED
& BRUSHED

B4
CLASSIC POLISHED

B4
CLASSIC BLACK

B1
SLIMLINE BLACK

B2
POLISHED WOOD CAP

B3
BLACK WOOD CAP

DIMENSIONS

TOTAL HEIGHT

TOTAL DEPTH RECLINE

SEAT DEPTH

SEAT HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

TOTAL WIDTH

CHAIR SIZE
Space 5400 Power

TOTAL DEPTH

TOTAL
WIDTH

TOTAL
DEPTH

TOTAL
HEIGHT

SEAT
WIDTH

SEAT
HEIGHT

86 cm / 33.8 in

88-93 cm / 34.6-36.6 in

96-109 cm / 37.7- 42.9 in

52 cm / 20.4 in

51 cm / 20 in

SEAT
DEPTH

TOTAL
DEPTH RECLINE

48 cm / 18.9 in

158-170 cm / 62.2- 66.9 in

* The dimensions are approximate and may vary with +/-2cm
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